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Abstract 
A coterie, which is used to realize mutual exclusion in distributed systems, is a family C of 
subsets uch that any pair of subsets in C has at least one element in common, and such that no 
subset in C contains any other subset in C. Associate with a family of subsets C a positive 
Boolean function fc such that fc(x) = 1 if the Boolean vector x is equal to or greater than the 
characteristic vector of some subset in C, and 0 otherwise. It is known that C is a coterie if and 
only if fc is dual-minor, and is a non-dominated (ND) coterie if and only if fc is self-dual. We 
study in this paper the decomposition of a positive self-dual function into smaller positive 
self-dual functions, as it explains how to represent and how to construct the corresponding ND 
coterie. A key step is how tO decompose a positive dual-minor function f into a conjunction of 
positive self-dual functions fl,fz .... ,fk. In addition to the general condition for this decomposi- 
tion, we clarify the condition for the decomposition i to two functions fl andf2, and introduce 
the concept of canonical decomposition. Then we present an algorithm that determines 
a minimal canonical decomposition, and a very simple algorithm that usually gives a decompo- 
sition close to minimal. The decomposition of a general self-dual function is also discussed. 
Keywords: Mutual exclusion; Coteries; Positive Boolean functions; Monotone Boolean func- 
tions; Self-dual functions; Dual-minor functions; Decomposition of self-dual functions 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation and results 
A coterie C, originally defined in [13, 7], is a family of subsets of an underlying set 
{1, 2 . . . . .  n}, such that each pair of subsets in C has at least one element in common, 
and no subset in C contains any other subset in C. It is used as a mechanism to realize 
mutual exclusion [ 13, 5, 14] in a distributed system; a task can enter the critical section 
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only if it can get agreements from all the members in a subset S e C, where members 
1, 2 ..... n represent the sites in the distributed system. By the intersecting property of 
a coterie C, it is guaranteed that at most one task can enter the critical section at 
a time (this property is called mutual exclusion) if each site is allowed to issue at most 
one agreement. 
Associate with a family of subsets C a positive Boolean function fc such that 
fc(x) = 1 if and only if the Boolean vector x e {0, 1} n is equal to or greater than the 
characteristic vector of some subset in C. It is known [10, 111 that C is a coterie if and 
only if fc is dual-minor, and is a nondominated (ND) coterie if and only if fc is 
self-dual (see Section 1.2 for the definitions of these terms). Self-dual functions play an 
important role also in threshold logic [151, regular Boolean functions [17, 4], circuit 
theory [181 and other areas of Boolean functions. The class of positive self-dual 
functions is closed under compositions. Therefore, one of the fundamental questions 
in this field is how to decompose a given positive self-dual function into smaller 
positive self-dual functions, as it explains how to represent and how to construct the 
corresponding coterie by using simpler elements. It was shown in [10, 111 that any 
positive self-dual function can be decomposed into a set of basic majority functions 
(the basic majority function is the only self-dual function containing three variables). 
However, the argument in [10, 111 was only to show the existence of such a decompo- 
sition, and the resulting decomposition may be far from the minimum. Other types of 
decompositions are also found in [16, 111. 
In this paper, we study the decomposition ofa positive self-dualfunction in a more 
systematic manner. As will be discussed in Section 2.1, a key step in this procedure is
how to decompose a given positive dual-minor function f into a conjunction of 
positive self-dual functions: 
f =f~f2""fk. 
We first derive in Section 2.2 the general condition for this decomposition, and then 
give in Section 2.3 a necessary and sufficient condition for the decomposition i to two 
functions f l  and f2. The concept of canonical decomposition is then introduced in 
Section 3.1 by restricting the above self-dual functions f~ to a certain type, and an 
algorithm to find a minimal canonical decomposition is given in Section 3.2. In 
addition to these, we give in Section 3.3 a very simple and efficient algorithm that 
decomposes a given positive self-dual function into basic majority functions. 
The decomposition of a general self-dual function (not necessarily positive) into 
smaller self-dual functions is also discussed in Section 3.4, and a relation between 
2-coloring and some functions used in the minimal canonical decomposition is briefly 
considered in Section 3.5. 
The complexity issues related to these problems are mentioned in the last section. 
All the above algorithms are of polynomial time in the length of input and output if 
dualization of a positive Boolean function can be done in time polynomial in the 
length of input and output. However, the latter problem is still not solved, and 
it is related to other well-known open problems uch as deciding the NDness of a 
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coterie [7] and 2-coloring a simple hypergraph [6]. More detailed iscussion on these 
subjects can be found in the accompanying paper [2]. 
1.2. Definitions and basic properties 
Coteries 
Let C be a nonempty family of subsets of the non-empty finite set { 1,2 ..... n}. Then 
C is called a coterie if the following conditions are satisfied for all S, S' E C: 
(i) S ¢:S' (minimality), 
(ii) S c~ S' ¢ 0 (intersection property). 
A coterie C dominates a coterie D if C ¢ D and for each S e D there exists S' ~ C such 
that S' _ S. A coterie C is called non-dominated (ND) if no coterie dominates C. ND 
coteries are important in practice, since those are the coteries with maximal efficiency 
when implemented to realize mutual exclusion. 
Positive Boolean functions 
A Boolean function, or in short a function is a mapping f :  {0, 1}" ~--~ {0, 1}. Let 
x E {0, 1}" be a Boolean vector, or in short a vector. If f(x) = 1 (resp. 0), then x is called 
a true (resp. false) vector of f The set of all true vectors is denoted by T(f) .  For 
a function f, the minimal elements in T( f )  are called the minimal true vectors off, and 
the set of all minimal true vectors is denoted by min T(f).  A function f is called 
positive or monotone if x ~< y always implies f(x) <~ f(y). It is known that a positive 
function f is uniquely determined by min T(f) ,  and that f has the unique minimal 
disjunctive form (MDF) consisting of all the prime implicants of f, in which all the 
literals of each prime-implicant are uncomplemented. There is a one-to-one corres- 
pondence between min T( f )and  the set of all prime implicants of f, such that a vector 
v corresponds to the monomial my defined by my = xi,xi2...xlk if vii = 1, j = 1, 2 ..... k 
and vi = 0 otherwise. For example, vector (101) corresponds to monomial xlx3. 
Throughout his paper, the constant functions f=  0, and f= 1 are denoted, 
respectively, by 3_ and T. Also the MDF of a positive function such as 
f=  xlx2 + x2x3 + x3xl is represented by a simplified form f= 12 + 23 + 31, by 
using only the subscripts of literals, where the operator + is used as an alias for the 
Boolean-or operator v .  The Boolean-and operator ^  will be denoted by" 
(or omitted if no confusion occurs). The set of minimal true vectors of the above 
function is min T( f )  = {(110), (011), (101)}. In the subsequent discussion, the operator 
-i- is used to denote the disjoint disjunction: h =f-i-  g ¢>h =f+ g and f9 = ±. 
Dual-comparable functions 
The dual of a function f, denoted fd, is defined by 
fd(x) = J~£), 
where fand  ~ denote the complement of fand  x, respectively. As is well known, the 
MDF expression of fd is obtained from that of f by exchanging + (or) 
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and • (and), as well as the constants 0 and 1. Denote f~< g if these functions atisfy 
f(x) <~ g(x) for all x ~ {0, 1}". It is easy to see that ( f+ g)d =fagd, (fg)a =fd.+ ga, 
f~< g implies fd>>, ga, and so on. A function is called dual-minor if f<<fd and 
dual-major if f >>, fa. f is called dual-comparable if f <~ fd or f />  fa  holds, and self-dual 
if fd = f 
For example, f=  123 is dual-minor since fa = 1 + 2 + 3 satisfies f~< fd. Similarly, 
the dual of f=  12 + 23 + 31 is 
fd=(1+2) (2+3) (3+ 1)=12+23+31.  
This function f is self-dual, and is called the basic majority function (it is 'majority' 
since f(x) = 1 if at least wo out of three variables take value 1, and is 'basic' as it is the 
smallest nontrivial majority function). This is known to be the only positive self-dual 
function containing three variables. The basic majority function of three variables 
x,y,z is sometimes denoted by [x, y, z] in the subsequent discussion. There is no 
positive self-dual function of two variables. However, each function f = x is a positive 
self-dual function of one variable. 
Coteries and Boolean functions 
Let C be a family of subsets of { 1, 2 ..... n} satisfying the minimality condition (i). 
With C we associate a positive function fc defined by fc(x) = 1 if and only if there 
exists a subset S e C such that cv(S) <~ x, where the characteristic vector y = cv(S) of 
S is defined by Yi = 1 if i e S and 0 if i ¢ S. The correspondence C~--~min T(fc), where 
S e C corresponds to y = cv(S) e min T(fc), is one-to-one. Further it is known [10, 11] 
that C is a coterie if and only if fc is dual-minor, and that C is an ND-coterie if and 
only if fc is self-dual. 
Contra-dual functions 
The contra-dual f* of f is defined by 
f*(x) = f(2). 
For example, the contra-dual of f=  12 + 23 + 31 is f*  = 12 + 23 + 31, where 
istands for literal xi. By definition, T(f*) = {Ylx ~ T(f)}, and hence IT(f)] = IT(f*)] 
where IAI of a set A denotes its cardinality. It is known [9] that the four operations: 
identify, d, • and complementation-form Klein's four-group. This means that these 
operations commute, are idempotent and satisfy the relation ~fl = y, where ~, fl, y are 
three different operations: (f)d = (fd) =f , ,  ( f ) ,  = ( f , )  =fa, (fd), = (f,)d =land so 
on. It is also trivial to see that: (fg)* =f 'g* ,  ( f+  g)* =f*  + g*, f~< g =~f* ~ g*, 
and so on. If f is dual-minor (resp. dual-major), then so is f*, since f<~fa (resp. 
f >~fd) implies f* ~< (fd), = (f,)a (resp. f*  i> (f,)d). 
If f is dual-minor, the areas of T(f), T( f  d) and T(f*) can be illustrated as in Fig. 1, 
in which notation T(. ) is omitted for simplicity. In the case of a dual-major function, 
the relation between f and fd should be switched. 
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f" f~ 
Fig. 1. Dual-minor function f. 
A function f is  called anti-dual (or self-contra-dual) if f *  = f. It is easy to see that the 
functions f f *  (=f \ fa ) ,  fa f (=fa \ f )  and f+f*  are all anti-dual. 
Characterization of function classes 
The following lemmas characterize the above classes of functions. Most of their 
proofs are straightforward and omitted (see [11, 1] for details). 
Lemma 1. Let f be a Boolean function. 
(i) f is dual-minor if and only if of one of the following holds: 
1. f f *  = 3_; 
2. x ~ T ( f )  =~ ~ ~ T(f).  
(ii) f is dual-major if and only if one of the following holds: 
1. f+f*  = T; 
2. x q~ T( f )  =~ ~ E T(f).  
(iii) f is self-dual if and only if one of the following holds: 
1. f *  = f; 
2. f q-f* = T (disjoint disjunction); 
3. x ~ T( f )  ¢~ Y~ ~ T(f).  
(iv) f is anti-dual if and only if one of the following holds: 
1. fd =~ 
2. x ~ T ( f )  ~ £ E T(f); 
3. 3h such that f=  h -i- h* and h (thus h*) is dual-minor. 
Lemma 2. Let f be a positive function. Then f is dual-minor if and only if every pair of 
prime implicants mi and mj in its MDF has at least one literal in common. 
Lemma 2 can be generalized to general Boolean functions [2]. Other properties of 
these classes of functions, particularly some types of decompositions, are discussed 
in [1]. 
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2. Decomposition of positive self-dual functions 
2.1. Shannon's decomposition of self-dual functions 
The so-called Shannon's decomposition expands a given function f on a variable 
x as follows: 
f = f (x  = 0)~ + f (x = 1)x. (1) 
If f is positive and self-dual, this formula becomes 
f = g + gdx, (2) 
where g =f(x  = O) is positive and dual-minor, and gd= (f(x = 0)) d =f (x  = 1) is 
positive and dual-major [10, 11]. It is also known that any positive dual-minor 
function g is the conjunction of positive self-dual functions f~,f2 ..... fk: 
g =f~f2 "~.  (3) 
In this case, gd can be given by 
gd =f~ +f2 + "'" +fk- (4) 
Let [x, y, z] denote the basic majority function of three variables x, y, z. Then 
decomposition (2) can be expressed by 
f =Af~"A + (f~ + f2 + "'" +A)x 
= 1'x,f~, 1'x,f2,1'"" [x,fk- l,f~]"" ]]], (5) 
as easily proved by induction starting from the case of k = 2: 
fifE + (f, +f2)x = 1'x,f,,f2]. 
If we illustrate the basic majority function [x,y,z] as in Fig. 2(a), the above 
expression (5) becomes as in Fig. 2(b). Since the functions f~,fz ..... fk do not contain 
the variable x, and are positive and self-dual, these decompositions can be repeatedly 
applied to the generated functions until only functions of one variable remain. If we 
interpret each such decomposition as (5), the entire process yields a tree shaped 
decomposition of the original positive self-dual function f into basic majority 
functions. This is called the B-decomposition of f in 1-10, 11], where B stands for 
'binary tree'. 
A key step in the B-decomposition is decomposition (3) of a positive dual-minor 
function into positive self-dual functions. Call the number k in (3) the size of the 
decomposition. If the size of each decomposition is small, the resulting B-decomposi- 
tion will become small. However, no attention was paid in 1-10, 11] to minimize size k, 
but only the existence of a finite k was shown. In the following, therefore, we carry out 
a more careful study so that decompositions (3) with small sizes can be realized in 
a systematic manner. 







Fig. 2. Decomposition into basic majority functions. (a) Basic majority function [x, y, z]; (b) Nested 
decomposition (5) of g. 
2.2. Decomposition of a dual-minor function 
Before discussing the general decomposition (3), we consider a decomposition i to 
two self-dual functions, which may not be positive. 
Let f be a dual-minor function. Then fd =fdr fd f  (see Fig. 1). Since fd f  is 
anti-dual, as mentioned in Section 1.2, it can be represented as fa f= h dr h* by 
Lemma l(iv)3, and hence fd =fdr  h dr h*. Now let 
f~ = f dr h and f2 = f dr h*, (6) 
which are illustrated in Fig. 3. Then f~ is self-dual, since 
fax =fdhd =fd(h + f + f*) = fdh +f= h + f = f l ,  
where the properties fd >>.f, h d = ~. = h drfdrf* (see the complement of area h* in 
Fig. 3) and fd f .  = i are used. Similarly, it can be shown that fd2 =f2- Therefore, 
fd =f l  +f2 implies f = faxf d = flf2. 
Lemma 3. Let a function f be dual-minor. Then f has a decomposition f=  flf2 into 
self-dual functions fl  and f2, which are given by (6). Conversely, if f=  flf2 for self-dual 
functions fl  and f2, then fl and f2 are given by (6)for some function h with fd f  = h dr h*. 
Proof. The first part was already proved. To prove the second part, note that f<~f~ 
and f<~f2 by f=f l f2 .  Also note that fd =f l  +f2 and hence fd f=f l f+f2  fi 
Let fl = fdr  h, i.e., h=f~fi  Since fd f  is anti-dual and f~ is self-dual, 
x e T(h) ~.. ~ e T(f2f) holds. This implies f2 f= h* (i.e., f2 =fdr  h*). [] 
In this lemma, none of f, f l  and f2 is assumed to be positive. If f is dual-minor and 
positive, then we show that one of the fl and f2, say fl, can be positive. To see this, let 
s be any positive self-dual function. Since s dr s*= T (see Lemma l(iii)2) and 
IT(s)[ = J T(s*)[, the set T(s) occupies exactly half of the set of all Boolean vectors and 
also exactly half of the set T(fdf)  (see Fig. 4). Now we choose h = fdfs, so h* = f fd  s* 
and h + h* =fd f  Then fl =f+ h =f+fd fs  =f+fds  is positive and self-dual, and 
f2 = f + h* = f + fd S* is also self-dual. 
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f * I 'd  
Fig. 3. Decomposition f=flf2, where fl =f+h and f2 =f+ h* are self-dual (the shaded area 
indicates f0. 
Fig. 4. Decomposition f f f l f2,  where fl =f+ h is positive and self-dual (the shaded area indicates fl). 
Theorem 4. A positive dual-minor function fhas a decomposition f = flf2, where f l  and 
f2 are self-dual, and f l is positive. 
Unfortunately, the self-dual function f2 is not generally positive. For example, it can 
be proved that the positive dual-minor function f=  123 cannot be the conjunction of 
two positive self-dual functions. We shall clarify in Section 2.3 when such decomposi- 
tion into two positive self-dual functions is possible. 
Now, in order to consider decomposition (3) into k self-dual functions, we introduce 
the next definition. For functions fand  0, define the extension o f f  with respect o g by 
f ~ g = f + fd g. (7) 
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If g is self-dual and f is dual-minor then f T g is self-dual, since 
( f  1, g)d =fd( f+ gd) =fd( f+ g) =f+fdg  =fT  g. 
Expression (7) may be considered as a generalization of Shannon's decomposition (2) 
in the sense that the positive self-dual function x in (2) is now replaced by a general 
positive self-dual function g. It is also easy to see that ifg is self-dual, then the function 
f { g is always dual-major, and that if f is dual-major, then f T g = f- Obviously f T g 
is positive if so are both f and g. 
If we have more than one self-dual function, gl,g2 . . . . .  gk, then 
f T (glgz'"gk) = ( f  T gl)(f T g2)" ' ( f  T gk) 
holds for any f. From this, we see that, for any function f, 
f=  (f'[ gO(f ~ g2)'"(f T gk) "0~ fdg,g2""gk <- f,  
where gl, g2,-.., g~ are all assumed to be self-dual. The latter condition can be further 
written as follows: 
fdglgz'"gk <'% f "*~ glg2""gk <~ f + f*,  
since in general 
fg<~h ¢> g<~h+fi (8) 
Combining these properties, we establish the next theorem. 
Theorem 5. (i) Let f be a dual-minor function. Then f can be decomposed into k self- 
dual functions ( f  T gi), i = 1, 2 ..... k: 
f=  ( f  T gl)(f T g2) '" ( f  T gk), (9) 
defined by self-dual functions gl, g2 ..... #~, if and only if 
glg2""gk <~f + f*.  (10) 
(ii) Let f be a positive dual-minor function. Then f can be decomposed into k positive 
self-dual functions in the manner of (9), where gl,g2 ..... gk are positive self-dual 
functions, if and only if condition (10) holds. 
In decomposition (9), each self-dual function ( f  T gi) is called a component of it. Note 
that decomposition (9) does not lose any generality in comparison with the previous 
decomposition (3), since any positive self-dual function J~ with J~/> f(hence J~ ~ fd) 
can obviously be represented as J~ = f TJi. 
Example 1. Let 
f=  123 + 124 + 134 + 234, 
fd  = 12 + 13 + 14 + 23 + 24 + 34, 
f *  = 123 + 124 + 134 + 234, 
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where this f is positive and dual-minor, as easily checked by Lemma 2. A set 
of positive self-dual functions 8~, 82 ..... 8k satisfying condition (10) is, for example, 
given by 
81 = 12 + 23 + 31, 82 = 4. 
In fact, 
f l  =fTsx  =fq- fds t  = 12 + 23 + 31, 
f2=fTo2-14+24+34+ 123 
are both positive and self-dual, and it is immediate to see that f = f i r2 .  
In Section 3, we shall find more systematically the positive self-dual functions 
81,02 . . . . .  8k that satisfy Theorem 5. 
2.3. Decomposition i to two positive self-dual functions 
As shown in Lemma 3 and Theorem 4, a positive dual-minor function f can be 
decomposed into f=f l f2 ,  where f l  =f~-  h and f2 =f- i-  h* are self-dual. We derive 
here the condition for these two functions to be positive. 
Assume that the above f~ and f2 (see Fig. 3) are both positive, and consider the set 
M of minimal true vectors in min T(fd), which are not in min T(f), i.e., 
M = min T(fd)\min T(f). (11) 
(An interpretation of set M will be given in Section 3.2 as Theorem 14.) Then each 
xeM belongs to exactly one of T(h) and T(h*) (recall that M ~ T(fdf)  and 
fd f= h 5r h*). Call two vectors x and y disjoint if there is no i such that xi = y~ = 1 
(since two sets {j I xj = 1 } and {j I Yj = 1 } are disjoint). If x and y in M are disjoint, then 
exactly one of them belongs to T(h) and the other belongs to T(h*). To prove this, 
assume for example that x,y ~ T(h). Since x and y are disjoint, x ~< )7 holds and 
)7 ~ T(fx) by the positivity offx =f- i-  h. Then T(fO contains both y and )7, and is not 
self-dual (see Lemma l(iii)3), a contradiction. Therefore, M has a partition into 
M~ = M n T(h) and M2 = M c~ T(h*) such that neither of them contains a disjoint 
pair of vectors. 
Theorem 6. A positive dual-minor function f has a decomposition f= flf2 into two 
positive self-dual functions ./'1 and f2 if and only if set M of(11) has a partition into M1 
and M2 such that neither of them contains a disjoint pair of vectors. 
Proof. The necessity was already proved. To prove the sufficiency, define the two 
positive functions f l  and f2 by 
min T(J~) = MinSet(M~ w min T(f)), i = 1, 2, 
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where MinSet(A) gives the set of all minimal vectors in A. It follows from 
the definition that f<~fl, f<<.f2 and fd=f l  +f2- As illustrated in Fig. 3, 
x ~ T( f )  ~ ~ ~ T(f*) and x ~ T( fd f )  ~ ,~ e T(fdf). That is, for any x, either exactly 
one of x and ~ belongs to T(f), or both of x and ~ belong to T(fdf).  Now take 
a vector x ~ T(ft f) .  Then ~ E T(f2f) holds, for otherwise there is y eM~ such that 
y ~< ~, but y and x are disjoint and contradict the assumption of MI. A symmetric 
argument also applies to x ~ T(fzf). Consequently, for any x, exactly one of x and 
belongs to T( f  0 and hence f l  is self-dual. Similarly, f2 is also self-dual. This 
argument also shows that f=f~f2. [] 
The existence of the above partition Mt and M 2 can  be found by constructing an 
undirected graph G: = (V, E) such that 
V=M,  
E = {(x, y) I x, y e M, x and y are disjoint}. 
Then M satisfies the condition of Theorem 6 if and only if G: has two independent 
subsets MI and M2 such that 
M lnM2=O and MIuM2=M.  
This condition can be stated as follows. 
Corollary 7. A positive dual-minor function f has a decomposition Mx and M 2 of 
Theorem 6 if and only if G f is bipartite. 
It is also possible to define G: over the node set min T ( f  d) instead of M, since any 
x Cmin T ( f  d) c~min T( f )  and any y¢M are not disjoint (by the definition of fd), 
implying that such x has nothing to do with the bipartiteness of G:. 
Example 2. (i) Consider the following f and fd: 
f=  123 + 125 + 134 + 145 + 2345, 
fd=12+13+14+15+24+35.  
Its G: is shown in Fig. 5(a), in which each vector x E M is represented by the 
corresponding monomial. This G/ is bipartite, and M has a partition into the 
following two independent sets: 
M~ = {12, 14,24}, M2 = {13,15,35}. 
Therefore, f has a decomposition f = flf2 into two positive self-dual functions 
f1=12+14+24,  f2=13+15+35.  
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(a) 
Fig. 5. Graphs G/of Example 2. 
(b) 
(ii) Consider the following f and fd: 
f=  124 + 134 + 135 + 235 + 245, 
fd= 12+ 15+23+34+45.  
Its G: is shown in Fig. 5(b), but is not bipartite; i.e., this fdoes not have a decomposi- 
tion into two positive self-dual functions. 
3. Canonical decomposition of positive self-dual functions 
3.1. Canonical decompositions 
Recall that every variable xj itself is a positive self-dual function. If g~ = x~, are used 
for all i=  1, 2 ... . .  k, the decomposition (9) of f is called a canonical decomposition. 
A canonical decomposition is called minimal if none of its components can be deleted. 
For any positive function f, it always holds that 
X1X 2 ""X n <~ f + f*, 
and hence by Theorem 5 we have a canonical decomposition 
f =f,f~...f~, 
f~=fTx l ,  i -1 ,2  ... . .  n. 
In other words, any positive dual-minor function fo f  n( > 0) variables can always be 
decomposed into n positive self-dual functions. However, we usually have a smaller 
canonical decomposition. 
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Theorem 8. Let fbe positive and dual-minor, and let m = xjl x j2...xjk be one of its prime 
implicants. Then there is the corresponding canonical decomposition: 
f =fj,f~=..~k, 
f j ,=fTx j , ,  i=1 ,2  ..... k. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5, since m ~ f + f*. [] 
Example 3. Consider a positive dual-minor function and its dual: 
f=  123 + 234 + 235 + 145, 
fd= 12+13+24+25+34+35+145. 
Then, by Lemma 8, we have canonical decompositions 
f =AAf3  = f2f3f,  =Af3f5 =Af4fs ,  
where f1 =f  T xj. However, some of these are not minimal, since there is another 
canonical decomposition 
f =f~f3, 
as easily checked (see also Example 4). 
This example shows that the canonical decompositions of Theorem 8, correspond- 
ing to prime implicants, are not generally minimal, though these usually give small 
decompositions. We consider in the next section how to compute minimal canonical 
decompositions. 
3.2. Minimal canonical decompositions 
In order to derive a condition for minimal canonical decompositions of a positive 
dual-minor function f, we examine the condition (10) of Theorem 5 more carefully. 
Since the function f+f*  in (10) is not positive, we define the positive core of fby  
f= v{hlh <<,f+f*, h: positive}. (12) 
The dual of f is denoted by f, and is called the positive closure of f. 
The positive core f is unique, since the disjunction of two positive functions 
contained in f+f*  is also positive and contained in f+f* .  Obviously f~<J~ and 
for any positive function h, h ~f+f*o  h <~ i.e., f is the unique maximal 
positive function contained in f+  f*. Therefore, we have the following corollary to 
Theorem 5. 
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Corollary 9. Let f be a positive dual-minor function. Then f has a canonical de- 
composition f = fJ,fJ2"" ~k with fj, = f T x~,, i = 1, 2 ..... k, if and only if 
XjlXj2"" "Xjk ~ / .  
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the minimal canonical 
decompositions of f and the prime implicants of 
Theorem 10. Let f be a positive dual-minor function. Then f = fJ,fJ2 " '~  is a minimal 
canonical decomposition o f f  if and only if xj~ x~2...xj~ is a prime implicant of .~ 
Proof. This directly follows from Corollary 9. The correspondence b tween the 
minimality and the prime implicant is obvious from their definitions. [] 
Now we turn our attention to how to compute the prime implicants of J~ starting 
from the next lemma. 
Lemma 11. Let f be a positive dual-minor function. The following conditions are all 
equivalent. 
(i) 9 is the positive core of f. 
(ii) g is the maximal positive function such that 9 + g* =f+f* .  
(iii) 9 is the maximal positive function such that fdg = f 
(iv) 9 is the maximal positive function such that gd~ = fd f  
(V) gd is the minimal positive function such that gd >. fd f 
Proof. (i)=*, (ii): Since g <~f+f* and function f+  f* is anti-dual, we have 
g* <~ f + f* and hence g + g* <~ f + f*. Further, f~< g implies f + f* <~ g + g* and 
hence f+f*  = g + g*. If h is a positive function such that h + h* =f+f* ,  then 
h ~< f + f* and by the maximality of the positive core g we conclude h ~< g. 
(ii) =~ (iii): Let g be the maximal positive function such that g + g* =f+f* .  Then 
fdg ~<f, or g + g* <~f+f* implies fd(g + g,) ~<f(see (8)). By the maximality ofg in 
(ii), we have f~< g and hence f<~fdg since f is  dual-minor. From these we conclude 
that fdg = f. It is easy to show that g is maximal with respect to this property. 
(iii) ~ (i): Obvious since fdg = f implies 9 ~< f + f*  by property (8). 
The equivalence ( i i )o  (iv) (recall that gdo=f'df  is the dual form of 
g + g* =f+f* )  and (i) ,=- (v) (recall that gd >~fdf is the dual form of g <~f+f*) 
can be proved similarly. [] 
Lemma 1 l(v) states that the positive closure f is given by the dual form of (12): 
f=  A{h] h ~fd~ h: positive}. 
Lemma 12. Let f be a positive dual-minor function. Then its positive closure f satisfies 
min T( f )  = min T(fdf). 
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Proof. By f>~fdf(Lemma ll(v)), there is a y Emin T(f)  such that y ~< x for any 
x e min T(fdf).  If y # x, then take all x (i) e min T(fdf),  i = 1, 2 ..... p, such that 
y~< x ") and z Sx  (i) for any z (#y)eminT( f ) .  Define a positive function g by 
min T(#) = (min T ( f )  - {y}) w {x(°li = 1,2 ..... p}. This g satisfies g # f and 
f>~ g >~fdj~ contradicting the minimality of f Therefore y = x must hold, 
and hence min T ( f )  ~_ min T(fdf).  Furthermore, if min T ( f )  # min T(fdf), then 
^ 
take yeminT( f ) \minT( fd f )  and define a positive function h by 
min T(h) = (min T ( f )  - {y}). This h again satisfies h # fand f~> h ~>fdj~ a contra- 
diction. This proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 13. Let f and 9 be positive functions uch that f <~ 9. Then 
min T(gf) = min T(#)\min T(f).  
Proof. It is first shown that 
rain T(gf) = min T(g)\ T(f) (13) 
for any positive functions f and g. Since min T(gf)=_ min T(g)\T(f),  we only 
need to prove minT(gf) c_minT(9)\T(f) .  Assume that w eminT(#f)  but 
weminT(g) \T( f ) ,  i.e., there is yeminT(g) with y< w. However, yeT(9) and 
y $ T(gf) imply y e T(f), which in turn implies w e T(f), a contradiction. Hence (13) 
is proved. 
Next, min T(g)\ T(f)  ~_ min T(9)\min T(f) follows from T(f)  =_ min T(f). 
Finally, if we assume f~< 9, then min T(g)\min T(f)  c_ min T(9)\ T(f)  holds since 
any x emin T(g) n T(f)  satisfies x emin T(f). [] 
Theorem 14. Let f be a positive dual-minor function. Then its positive closure f satisfies 
min T ( f )  = min T(fd)\min T(f).  
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 12 and 13. [] 
Noting that f is the dual of f ,  we now have the following algorithm to compute all 
prime implicants of the positive core J~ 
Algorithm. POSITIVE-CORE 
Input: A positive dual-minor function f. 
Output: All prime implicants of J~ 
1. Dualize f to compute all prime implicants of fd. 
2. Remove all prime implicants of fd that are also prime implicants of f (by 
Theorem 14, the resulting set gives all prime implicants of f). 
3. Dualize f7 This yields all prime implicants of J~ 
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Example 4. We apply this algorithm to the positive dual-minor function f of 
Example 3: 
f=  123 + 234 + 235 + 145, 
fd=12+13+24+25+34+35+145,  
f=12+13+24+25+34+35,  
f=  23 + 145. 
Therefore, by Theorem 10, f has the following two minimal canonical decompositions 
and no others. 
f=f2 f3  and f=f l f4 fs .  
Before concluding this subsection we apply Algorithm POSITIVE-CORE to the 
function f of Example 2(i). Then f=fd, and hence f=f .  Therefore, any minimal 
canonical decomposition has at least three components. However, as we have seen in 
Example 2(i), this f has a decomposition i to two components, howing that canoni- 
cal decompositions do not generally contain a decomposition i to the smallest 
number of components. The problem of finding a decomposition with the smallest 
number of components appears to be very difficult, except for the case of two 
components, which was discussed in Section 2.3. 
3.3. A simple B-decomposition algorithm 
Given a positive self-dual function f, one of its B-decomposition (explained 
in Section 2.1) can be obtained by recursively applying canonical decomposi- 
tions to all the positive dual-minor functions generated by Shannon's decomposi- 
tion. The entire algorithm is described by two procedures SD(f) and DM(f). 
SD(f) outputs a positive dual-minor function # obtained by Shannon's decomposi- 
tion (2) applied to f, where f is assumed, without loss of generality, to contain at 
least three variables. Given a positive dual-minor function g, DM(g) then computes 
a canonical decomposition g =f~lfJ2"'~k, obtains positive dual-minor func- 
tions g j, =fj,(xj, = 0)= g(x~, = 0), i=  1,2 ..... k, and then recursively calls DM(g~,) 
if g j, ~ _1_. 
Algorithm. SD(f) 
1. Choose a variable x of f 
2. Apply Shannon's decomposition f=  g + gdx, where g = f (x  = 0). 
3. Call DM(g). (Note that gd in step 2 is not explicitly required, since only g is used 
in this step.) 
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Algorithm. DM(o) 
1. Find a monomial m = x~,x~=...x~ such that m ~< 0 (i.e., the condition of 
Corollary 9), and derive the corresponding canonical decomposition 
o = 
f~,=gTxs, ,  i=1 ,2  ... . .  k . .  
2. For each of the positive dual-minor functions 
gj, =f/,(x~, = O) = g(xj, = 0), i = 1,2 ... . .  k, 
call DM(g),) if g), :# I .  
Example 5. Let us compute a B-decomposition of 
f=  123 + 234 + 235 + 145 + 126 + 136 + 246 + 256 + 346 + 356, 
which is positive and self-dual. We first execute SD(f). In step 1 of SD(f), choose 
variable x = x6, and we have 
g =f (x6  = 0) = 123 + 234 + 235 + 145. 
Then we execute DM(g). In step l of DM(g), choose monomial m = 23 since it satisfies 
23 ,%< 0, as discussed in Example 4. This gives the canonical decomposition 
g =.f2.f3, .f/= g T x,, i=  2, 3 
and 
,q2 "~- g(x2 = 0) = 145, g3 = g(x3 = 0) = 145. 
In step 2 of DM(g), we first call DM(g2). In step l of DM(g2), choose m2 = 145, i.e., 
g2 -- '=f21f24f25 with f2i = g2 T xi. Then 
gE(X1 = 0) = gE(X4 = O) -~- gE(X5 = 0) = ±,  
and no new call to DM is necessary. Since g3 = g2, the call to DM(g3) gives the same 
result, and the entire computation halts. 
As discussed in Section 2.1, each Shannon's decomposition 
g =f~.fi": l~ + (.li +f2 + "" +fk)X 
can be realized by basic majority functions in the manner of Fig. 2(b). Therefore, by 
tracing the decompositions conducted in the above computation, we obtain the 
corresponding B-decomposition of f which is shown in Fig. 6. 
In the above description, the selection rules in step 1 of SD and DM are not 
specified. We may employ the following heuristic rules. 
(i) In step 1 of SD (f), choose a variable x that is not contained in all the 
shortest prime implicants of f (As a result of this rule, g = f (x  = 0) contains a shortest 
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f 
ra, =145 m ,=145 
Fig. 6. B-decomposition of Example 5. 
prime implicant of f, and it may then be chosen in DM(g) as the monomial for 
decomposing g.) 
(ii) In step 1 of DM(g), choose one of the shortest prime implicants m of g. (Such 
m always gives a canonical decomposition by Theorem 8.) 
The rule (ii) is attractive for its simplicity, since the computation of a minimal 
canonical decomposition, asdescribed in Section 3.2, requires the dualization opera- 
tion twice. On the contrary, computation with rule (ii) uses no dualization operation 
but repeats the following two operations. 
1. Find a shortest prime implicant m = xj ,x j2. . .x ik  of a given function g(instead of~). 
2. Compute g(x~, = 0), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k. 
However, this may result in a large B-decomposition, compared with the one obtain- 
able from minimal canonical decompositions. 
Example 6. Consider the same function f as discussed in Example 5. SD(f) chooses 
the same variable x = x6, and we have the same g as that of Example 5. However, in 
DM(g), step 1 chooses, say, m = 123, since this is one of the shortest prime implicants. 
Then we obtain 
g =AAA,  
]~=g~'x~, i=  1,2,3, 
g1=234+235,  g2= 145, g3= 145, 
where g~ = fi(xi = 0) = g(x~ = 0). DM(gl) then chooses ml = 234 and obtains 
gl =A2A3A,, 
f l i=g lTx i ,  i = 2,3,4, 
#12=-1-, 013=-1-, g14=235,  
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where gli =f l i (x i  = O) = gl (xi = 0). Finally DM(g2), DM(g3) and DM(g14) all choose 
their unique prime implicants, and halt by producing only functions I .  
This computation gives the B-decomposition of Fig. 7. Note that it is larger than 
that of Fig. 6, since the first function f is decomposed into three functions in this case, 
while it was decomposed into two functions in Example 5. 
Example 7. As a nontrivial example, consider the positive self-dual function defined 
by the well-known projective Fano plane (e.g., [14-]): 
f=  123 + 147 + 156 + 246 + 257 + 345 + 367, 
where the prime implicants correspond to the 7 lines and 7 points of a finite projec- 
tive plane of order 2. The decomposition starts with choosing e.g., variable 1 as root, 
and 
g =f (x l  = 0) = 246 + 257 + 345 + 367 
is obtained. In the second step, we choose a monomial 246. This yields the subtree 
[1,02, [1, g4, 06] ' ]  and functions 
92 = 345 + 367, g4 = 257 + 367, g6 = 257 + 345, 
by setting, respectively, the variables x2, x 4 and x 6 to 0. These functions are further 
decomposed according to the algorithm. The resulting B-decomposition is given 
in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. B-decomposition of Fano geometry. 
3.4. Decomposition of general self-dual functions 
We show here that the B-decomposition i to basic majority functions can be 
extended to a general self-dual function f, which may not be positive. First note that 
Shannon's decomposition (1) in this case yields 
f=  9x + gdx, 
where g =f(x  = 0) and gd = ( f (x = 0)) d =f (x  = 1). Since 92 is dual-minor (in the 
sense of the condition in Lemma 1(i)2, i.e., w e T(g2) => ff ¢ T(O2)), it can be decom- 
posed into two self-dual functions f l  and f2: 
g2 =Af2 ,  
Yi = g2 T ,)7 = g2 + (gd + 2),)7 = gd37 + (g + 37)2, 
f2 = g~ T y = g2 + (gd + 2)y = gdy + (g + y)2, 
where y is a variable of f Note that m = y37 = L always satisfies condition (10) of 
Theorem 5. Therefore, by (5), we get f=  [x,fl,f2]. 
However, f l  and f2 may still contain variable 2. To get rid of 2, we again apply the 
above decomposition to gd37 of f~ and to gdy of f2, i.e., 
gd; =fxlf12, 
A,  = 0d37 T37 = y, A2 = od)7 'I Y = gd.)7 + gY, 
gay = f21fzz, 
f21 = gdy T ,)7 = 9dY + 9Y, f22 = gay T Y = Y. 
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This yields f l  = [x, fll,f12] and f2 = [-x, f21,f22], and hence 
f = Ix, [:f,fa 1,fl z], [:f, f21 ,f22]] • (14) 
Note that the functions f l  1,f12,f21,f22 are  again self-dual, and do not contain x or ~. 
Therefore, it is possible to repeat the same operation to the generated self-dual 
functions until only functions of one variable remain. The whole process gives 
a B-decomposition of f 
Example 8. The odd parity function 
f= i23 + 12] + 12] + 123 = (i2 + 12)3 + (i~ + 12)3 
can be decomposed into 
A = (i2 + 12)3 T2 
= (i2 + 12)3 + (i2 + 12 + 3)2 = 12 + (i2 + 2)], 
f2 = (i2 + 12)3 T 2 = 12 + (12 + 2)3, 
f11= 121"2=2,  
f l z= T2 T2=i ,  
f2 ,= lZT2=l ,  
f22=121"2=2,  
where x = 3 and y = 2 are used. From these, we get a B-decomposition: 
f=  [3, [-3,2, 1],[3, 1,2]]. 
Since all self-dual functions of at most three variables are unate (i.e., its MDF form 
contains only complemented literals or only uncomplemented literals for each vari- 
able), the above discussions hows that any self-dual function can be composed of 
unate self-dual functions. 
3.5. An interpretation o f f  
In concluding Section 3, we point out that fd f  and fo f  a positive function f have 
an interesting interpretation. 
Let F be a family of subsets S _ V, where V= {1,2 .... ,n}. In other words, (V,F) is 
a hypergraph with node set V and edge set F. A function c: V ~ {r, b} is called 
a 2-coloring if each S eF  satisfies c(S) c~ {r} # 0 and c(S) c~ {b} # 0. In discussing 
a 2-coloring, it is easy to show that any T ~ F such that T D S for some S e F can be 
deleted without affecting the existence of a 2-coloring. Hence we assume, without loss 
of generality, that no T e F contains other S e F as a subset; i.e,, hypergraph (V, F) 
is simple. 
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Define the positive function fF from F, as discussed in Section 1.2, and represent 
a 2-coloring c by a vector x defined by xi = 0 if c(i) = r, and 1 if c(i) = b. Then it is not 
difficult to see that 
x is a 2-coloring of F 
¢*, y ~gx and y ~g~ for every y ~ T(fr) 
¢~fe(x) = 0 and fF(~) = 0 (by the positivity of fp) 
¢~, x ~ T( f~)  (by the definition of f~ and ~). 
Therefore, function f~J~ represents the set of all 2-colorings of F. 
Now consider the positive core 3~ offF. By Lemma 1 l(iv), g = J~ satisfies gd~ = fd f  
That is, the family of sets ff corresponding to fr has the same set of 2-colorings as the 
original F. Furthermore, by the maximality of g = ~,  an addition of any subset T to 
/~, such that no S e/~ satisfies S ~_ T, destroys this property, i.e., changes the set of 
2-colorings. In this sense, such F is saturated with respect o 2-colorings. 
4. Discussion 
We have not discussed so far the complexity issues of the problems introduced in 
this paper. (For basic notations of complexity, see such textbooks as [8].) Those 
problems include: 
1. to decide if a positive function f is self-dual (i.e., if a coterie is non-dominated); 
2. to compute the extension f T # of a positive dual-minor function f with respect 
to a positive self-dual function g; 
3. to construct graph G I of a positive dual-minor function f, defined in Section 2.3 
(i.e., to decide if there is a decomposition i to two positive self-dual functions); 
4. to compute the positive core f of a given positive dual-minor function 
(i.e., Algorithm POSITIVE-CORE) in order to obtain a minimal canonical 
decomposition; 
5. to compute min T(f )  = min T( fdf )  (i.e., to obtain all 2-colorings of the family 
of subsets defined by f). 
It is obvious that these problems can be solved in time polynomial in the length of 
input and output, if dualization of a positive function is possible in polynomial time 
with respect to the output length Ifdl as well as the input length I f  I, where I'1 denotes 
the length of its MDF form. Unfortunately it is not known yet whether this dualiz- 
ation can be done in polynomial time or not. It is known, however, that the 
dualization of a general Boolean function is NP-hard, and that some special classes of 
positive functions have polynomial time dualization algorithms (e.g., I4, 12, 17]). 
Problem 1 above is also a well-known open problem, first stated in [7]. The reader 
may find many related topics on these problems in such references as 
[3,4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 17]. Also in our accompanying paper [2], the equivalences among 
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some of these problems and several problems taken from different areas such as 
computational learning theory are discussed. 
It is known, however, that deciding if a positive function f is dual-minor can be 
done in polynomial time by using Lemma 2, and that deciding if a positive function 
f is dual-major is coNP-complete ( .g., [2]; equivalent results can also be found in 
[7, 6] and others). Note that the latter does not imply that problem 1 is coNP- 
complete, since it essentially asks if a positive dual-minor function f is  simultaneously 
dual-major. However, for general Boolean functions, it is proved in [2] that the 
problem of deciding whether a dual-minor function is dual-major is coNP-complete, 
and that the computation of fis NP-hard. It is also obvious that Algorithms SD(f)  
and DM(g) in Section 3.3 run in polynomial time if the simplified rules (i) and (ii) are 
employed. 
Finally, the functions fd~ f and f defined in this paper may deserve further 
attention. We gave an interesting interpretation f these functions in Section 3.5. They 
may play an important role also in other applications. 
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